Instructions for

E CLASSROOMS w/ Extron MPS409 Switcher

For COMPUTER use:

1. Be sure Equipment Rack is turned ON (Power Switch, top right)
2. Turn on Computer and Log in
3. Select COMPUTER on Extron Switcher (located in the rack).
4. Turn on the PROJECTOR with the Epson Projector Remote (Orange power button, top left). WAIT for the projector to “power up.”
5. Select SOURCE SEARCH on projector remote (top right, aiming at the projector)
6. Your computer image should now be on the screen.
7. SOUND is controlled by computer audio and PROGRAM AUDIO on Extron switcher, far right

For DVD/VCR use:

1. Be sure equipment rack is turned ON (Power Switch, top right)
2. Turn on the DVD/VHS deck
3. Select dvd/vhs on the Extron Switcher
4. Turn on the PROJECTOR (Orange power button, top left) WAIT for projector to “power up.”
5. Select SOURCE SEARCH on the Projector Remote
6. Pop in your DVD or Video Tape, and you should have video signal and sound
7. SOUND for the DVD and VCR is controlled by PROGRAM AUDIO on the Extron switcher, far right

For LAPTOP use:

1. Be sure equipment rack is turned ON (Power Switch, top right)
2. Turn on the PROJECTOR with the Epson Projector Remote (orange power button, top left).
3. Select LAPTOP on Extron Switcher
4. **FIND** the **VGA** cable in the equipment rack, and carefully **ATTACH** the cable to your laptop. (Use the top of the rack as your station).

5. **Turn on** your Laptop.

6. Select **SOURCE SEARCH** on Projector remote (Top right, aiming at Projector) You should see a signal on the screen.

7. For **SOUND**, find the mini/headphone jack in the equipment cabinet and **CONNECT** it to the **HEADPHONE** jack on your laptop.

To move between sources, be sure to select the source you want to display on the Extron switcher; then select source on the projector remote. The projector will go to the source you’ve selected.